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ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION OF LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANS, AND INTERSEX PEOPLE COVERING 
THE PERIOD OF JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2021

ACCESS TO ADEQUATE FOOD

ALBANIA
During this year of the COVID-19 pandemic, Aleanca LGBTI
and Streha supported 300 LGBTI people with food; the 
PINK Embassy provided food and clothing to 30 trans 
people. 

ARMENIA
Pink continued providing social and humanitarian support 
ƹşƴH&�qƴŵÝşŵĽÝƴ�üÝ´ƹÝÍƴ¥ǱƴƹħÝƴ�T�.�īŪřƴŵ�ŔÍÝŊĭ´Æƴ
ŵ�Əƹĭ´ǓĽ�ƏĽǱƴÍǓƏĭŔĔƴƹħÝƴĆƏƝƹƴħ�ĽúƴşúƴǎǼǎŪżƴ�Ɲƴ�ƴƏÝƝǓĽƹÆƴ
more than 50 LGBT people received assistance for food, 
accommodation and medical expenses this year. Pink 
carried out a needs assessment in the community in June, 
identifying the high and detrimental impact of COVID-19, 
the war and the post-war situation on the mental health 
and well-being of LGBT+ people. 

BELARUS
�ǓÝƴƹşƴƹħÝƴ�T�.�īŪřƴŵ�ŔÍÝŊĭ´ƴ�ŔÍƴ�ĽƝşƴƹşƴƹħÝƴÍĭþ´ǓĽƹƴ
political and social situation in Belarus, many lost their 
jobs and struggled to cover food, housing, and medical 
costs. 

DENMARK
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many, especially trans 
ŵÝşŵĽÝƴ�ŔÍƴŊĭĔƏ�ŔƹƝÆƴ´şŔƹĭŔǓÝÍƴƝƹƏǓĔĔĽĭŔĔƴĆŔ�Ŕ´ĭ�ĽĽǱżƴ
Informal aid initiatives by queer and trans communities 
continued.

FRANCE
The pandemic continued to negatively impact LGBTI 
people, but with lockdowns ending, sex workers were able 
to resume their work.

GEORGIA
The COVID-19 pandemic continued to have a devastating 
impact on LGBTQI and trans communities. Women’s 
.Ŕĭƹĭ�ƹĭǪÝƴkǓŵŵşƏƹƴ&ƏşǓŵƌƝƴŷ�.k&ŹƴǎǼǎŪƴƝǓƏǪÝǱÆƴƹşƴ¥Ýƴ
ŵǓ¥ĽĭƝħÝÍƴĭŔƴǎǼǎǎÆƴúşǓŔÍƴƹħ�ƹƴ�ĽŊşƝƹƴħ�ĽúƴşúƴH&�qa.ƴ
respondents experienced food shortages during the 
pandemic.

GREECE
In year two of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Transgender 
Support Association (GTSA) received support from the 
mayor of Athens and the Bodossaki Foundation to support 
ǎĈƴƹƏ�ŔƝƴŵÝşŵĽÝƴǫĭƹħƴÍĭƝ�¥ĭĽĭƹĭÝƝÆƴ�ŔÍƴŵƏşǪĭÍÝƴúşşÍƴ�ŔÍƴ
sanitary materials for 65 trans and LGBTQI people. 

KYRGYZSTAN
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, many LGBT+ people remained 
ǫĭƹħşǓƹƴĭŔ´şŊÝƴ�ŔÍƴƝƹƏǓĔĔĽÝÍƴƹşƴ�üşƏÍƴúşşÍƴ�ŔÍƴşƹħÝƏƴ
basic necessities. Those most vulnerable, including 
trans sex workers and migrants had no access to state 
�ƝƝĭƝƹ�Ŕ´Ýżƴ�ÝƹǫÝÝŔƴǎǼǎǼīǎǼǎŪÆƴFǱƏĔǱǸƴ.ŔÍĭĔşƴŷF.Źƴ
ŵƏşǪĭÍÝÍƴúşşÍƴƹşƴŪǄǎƴŵÝşŵĽÝƴ�ŔÍƴħşƏŊşŔÝƝƴƹşƴƬřƴƹƏ�ŔƝƴ
people.

MONTENEGRO
NGOs Juventas, Queer Montenegro, Spektra and Stana 
distributed food and hygiene packages to LGBTIQ people 
most in need during the COVID-19 pandemic, redesigning 
their organisational budgets.

NORTHERN CYPRUS
The LGBTI+ community and particularly trans sex workers 
were severely hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, with many 
continuing to lack access to basic necessities and food 
this year.  

.Ŕƴ%Ý¥ƏǓ�ƏǱÆƴşþ´ĭ�ĽƝƴúƏşŊƴƹħÝƴĽş´�Ľƴ�ÍŊĭŔĭƝƹƏ�ƹĭşŔƴ
announced they would provide food and hygiene items 
to those most vulnerable, explicitly mentioning LGBTI+ 
ŵÝşŵĽÝżƴ.ƹƴǫ�Ɲƴ�ĽƝşƴ´Ľ�ƏĭĆÝÍƴƹħ�ƹƴƝǓŵŵşƏƹƴǫşǓĽÍƴ¥Ýƴ
ŵƏşǪĭÍÝÍƴƹşƴƹħşƝÝƴĭŔƴŔÝÝÍƴƏÝĔ�ƏÍĽÝƝƝƴşúƴƹħÝĭƏƴ´ĭƹĭǸÝŔƝħĭŵƴşƏƴ
residence status, which was welcomed by Refugee Rights 
Association and Queer Cyprus Association (QCA).

Similar to last year, some political parties, the Nicosia 
Turkish municipality, and the Social Services Department, 
as well as some other NGOs, provided food for those 
most in need during the lockdown period. Queer Cyprus 
�ƝƝş´ĭ�ƹĭşŔƴ�Ĕ�ĭŔƴŵƏşǪĭÍÝÍƴĆŔ�Ŕ´ĭ�ĽƴƝǓŵŵşƏƹƴƹşƴƹħşƝÝƴ
struggling the most, including trans and gay sex workers

NORTH MACEDONIA
Trans people, and particularly trans sex workers, continued 
to be severely impacted by the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic, and without state support. Local trans group, 
Coalition Margins provided food packages to trans people 
most in need.

ROMANIA
Romania became ineligible to many humanitarian 
ŵƏşĔƏ�ŊƝƴ�úƹÝƏƴ¥ÝĭŔĔƴ´Ľ�ƝƝĭĆÝÍƴ�Ɲƴ�ƴħĭĔħƴĭŔ´şŊÝƴ
´şǓŔƹƏǱƴĭŔƴǎǼǎǼƴ�ŔÍƴƹħÝƴƝƹ�ƹÝƴħ�ƝƴÍşŔÝƴĽĭƹƹĽÝƴƹşƴƝǓŵŵşƏƹƴ
marginalised groups during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

https://wisg.org/en/news/detail/282
https://www.queercyprus.org/tr/gida-desteki-ile-ilgili-ortak-basin-aciklamasi/
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An increasing number of people have turned to LGBTQ+ 
associations seeking help with basic needs regarding 
shelter, repatriation, and employment.

RUSSIA
Several NGOs continued supporting LGBTI people most 
�üÝ´ƹÝÍƴ¥ǱƴƹħÝƴ�T�.�īŪřƴŵ�ŔÍÝŊĭ´Æƴ¥ǱƴƏ�ĭƝĭŔĔƴúǓŔÍƝÆƴ
supporting relocations, or distributing groceries. For 
instance, the Moscow Community Center for LGBT + 
Initiatives provided food and medication. The Center also 
published a report about the situation of LGBT people 
during the pandemic. 

TAJIKISTAN 
The COVID-19 pandemic continued having a serious 
impact on LGBTQI+ people this year and many need 
ĆŔ�Ŕ´ĭ�ĽƴħÝĽŵżƴ�ǓÝƴƹşƴƹħÝƴ�T�.�īŪřƴŵ�ŔÍÝŊĭ´ÆƴƹħÝƴƏĭƝÝƴ
in the cost of tickets to Russia, as well as lockdowns in 
Russia, migrant workers have been unable to go there to 
earn money.

TURKMENISTAN
The COVID-19 pandemic continued exacerbating the 
´şŊŵĽÝǰƴ�ŔÍƴÍĭþ´ǓĽƹƴƝş´ĭ�Ľƴ�ŔÍƴÝ´şŔşŊĭ´ƴƝĭƹǓ�ƹĭşŔƴ
in Turkmenistan, having a dire impact, including LGBT 
people. The country is in a serious crisis - people are 
struggling with food shortages and hunger. There is a lack 
şúƴ�ÍÝƃǓ�ƹÝƴĸş¥Ɲƴ�ŔÍƴƝ�Ľ�ƏĭÝƝƴǪ�ƏǱƴ¥ÝƹǫÝÝŔƴǎĎƴƹşƴĎĈƴÝǓƏşżƴ
Many are quarantined without access to work. In addition 
to the pandemic, poverty and hunger have resulted in 
deaths. In some regions, a large number of thefts have 
taken place in food stores.

UZBEKISTAN
The COVID-19 pandemic continued to have a serious 
impact on LGBT people, with many losing their income and 
struggling to cover food costs. 

https://mcclgbt.com/books%23!/tab/323851061-2
https://365info.kz/2021/08/golod-i-bolezni-v-turkmenistane-zakanchivayutsya-ne-tolko-produkty-no-i-lekarstva-obzor-smi
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